
 

 

St.Polten, 31.May 2012  

 

     Dear representatives of governmental, regional and scientific institutions, 

Dear participants of this bodenschutz netzwerk in Donauraum. It is a big 

honor to be active participant and so best recognize the new results. It is 

evidently, that every our meetings had bean demands to provide an overview 

on national, regional and local approaches, and incentive to hard work.  

My contemporary priority was and is in personal bid: to be active  

31.May and  1.June 2012 in St Polten and in Záhorská Ves, and contribute    

maybe better argumentations to the discussion: What means the title 

sustainability if we know, that anything is sustainable and so allow me 

presented  also my modest knowledge and notes.    

     As I respect also all know knowledge, I would like ask: why is in 

Slovakia hardly all sustainable„ and in English languages are: keep house, 

communicate, lead the way, act, act. And so start also the new question: 

Why we only after 18 years understand the priorities of the holistic 

integration and so start with the inevitable holistic integration of the   Land, 

Soil, Water, Forest and Man as superintendent of common Holistic 

OIKUMENA  

     According the real knowledge and visions: How to further? Allow me  

to confirm not small set of the scientific knowledge and theirs practically 

interpretation for the all land use planning intentions in all  Danube 

countries, where past war start also new scientific and regional activities for 

the new land and soil conservation activities. So start also ours first Arge 

Donauländer Colleagues participations from the 10 till 13 Danube countries.      



   In interest to know new knowledge and results, allow me to evoke these 

different words: Udržateľnosť- Sustainability - Reinforcement - Posilnenie.  

To the question why is need to discuss about these questions, allow me short 

introduction from Prof. Zonneveld 1972:  Paradise was lost, Adam and Eve 

found themselves in a harsh environment with high dynamics, 1979. 

If we are witnesses of not small land devastation and unsustainable land use, 

our question cannot be omitted: 

 

 Is it ignorance or irresponsibility? 

 

   With the good wishes and results to all,  m.dzatko@chello.sk.  
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